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Abstract

Riemann ellipsoids model rotating galaxies when the galactic velocity field is a linear

function of the (',artesian coordinates of the galactic masses. In nuclear physics, the kinetic

energy in the linear velocity field al)proximation is known as the collective kinetic energy.

But, the lin<,ar Ul)l)roximitti(m neglects intrinsic degrees of fl'eedom associated with nonlinear

velocity tields. To r(qnove this limitatioll, the theory of syml)lectic dynamical symmetry

is developed for classical syst(qlls. A classical phase space for a self-gravitating symplectic

system is a co-adjoint orbit _,t' the noncompact group sp(a,R). The degenerate co-adjoint

orbit is the 12 dimensional ]tOlnogelleous sl)a.ce Sp(a,R)/u(a), where the maximal compact

subgrou 1) U(3) is the syt,Lmetry grou 1)of the harmonic oscillator. The Hamiltonian equations
of motion on each orbit form a Lax system .._"= [X, F], where X and F are elements of the

sylnplectic Lie algebra. The (,lements of the matrix X are the generators of the symplectic

Lie algebra, viz., the oue-I)o(ly collective quadratic fimctions of the positions and momenta

of the galactic IItasses. The nlalrlx I" is composed fl'om the self-gravitating l)otential energy,

the angular velocity, and th(' hy(h)stati(' pressure. Solutions to the tlamiltonian dynamical

system on Sl)(3,1l)/t;(3)are given t)y syml)lectic isosl)ectral deformations. The Casimirs of

Sp(3,R), equal to I1_, traces of pow(,rs of .¥. are conserved quantities.

1 Riemann Ellipsoids

A remarl_al)ly unilied l)ictlue of loti_ting systems is attained by adopting an algebraic perspective.

(llassical rotating I¥,dies s,tch as galaxies (pel'iod=10tSs), stars (10%), and fluid droplets (Is), and

quantum rotating nuclei (10-2°s) may 1)e dvscribed in terlns of a singletsubgroul ) GeM(a) (for

general collective mt_t.ion in 3 dinl(,nsions) of the noncompact symplectic Lie group Sp(3,R). In

classical physics, the (:(',M(4) th('ury is id(,utical to the Riemann ellipsoidal model [1, 2, 3].

A Riemann ellipsoi_l is _, ,tnit'or_n (lelMty fluid with an ellipsoidal boundary whose velocity field

is a linear function of the inertial fralnc (:artesian position coordinates )_. The isodensity surfaces

of elliptical galaxies are very m'arly eilil)soidal [4]. Linear velocity fields _i (the superscript L

indicates a laboratory inertial frame <luantity) span the dynamical continuum from rigid rotation,

uL(._) = u3L x ._, t.o irrotational flow, V x l_ t" = 0. Thus, Rielnann ellipsoids can model a wide

class of rotating systems.

The princit)al aim of this lmpcr is to present the classical symplectic model with particular em-

1)hasis Ul)On its relatioushil_ with the Riemann ellil)soidal model [5]. But first the Riemann lnodel

and its e(luiwdence to the _dgcl_rai(' (;(:M(3) theory will l)e reviewed. To describe a linear velocity

fiehl, the dynamiual grt,tl_ (;('M(4),'utlti_ius tim general linear group (;L(3,R) as a sul)groul). In
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addition, to characterize tile size, dehnmation, and orientation of an ellipsoid, the GCM(3) Lie

algebra includes the inertia tensor.

There are several a(Iwmtages to adopting the powerful dynamical group method. First, the

Euler fluid equations of motion for a Riemann ellipsoid can be proven to form a Hamiltonian

dynamical systeln [3, 6]. A Riemann ellipsoid phase space is a co-adjoint orbit of GCM(3), and its

Poisson bracket is inherited fi'om the Lie algebra structure of GCM(3). Moreover, this Hamiltonian

system is a special Lax pair system [7]. Second, the group method is not restricted to continuum

fluids. GCM(3) dynamical symmetry applies equally well to discrete systems of particles. Third,

GCM(3) dynamical symmetry Mso aplflies to some quantum rotating bodies. For example, the
Bohr-Mottelson irrotational surface wave lnodel of collective rotational and vibrational states

forms an irreducible unitary representation of GCM(3) [8, 9, 10]. Finally, GCM(3) symmetry

suggests a natural extension to symplectic Sp(3,R) dynamical symmetry [11]. The latter replaces

tile collective kinetic energy of the GCM(3) theory by its exact microscopic expression.

The hydrodynamic Itiemann ellipsoidal model provides a physical interpretation to the abstract

GCM(3) theory: Tile length (' of tlle Kelvin circulation vector, a constant of the motion for a

frictionless, honaoentropic fluid flow, is the (',asilnir invariant for GCM(3) [6].

The velocity fields of rigid rotors and irrotational droplets have very different Kelvin circulation

vectors C. Suppose the rotating system has an ellipsoidal boundary with semi-axes lengths ak.

The inertial frame Kelvin circulation vector, projected onto the kth body-fixed axis, is defined as

the line integral of tile velocity field/_ around tile boundary of the ellipse Dk in the i -j principal

plane for i,j, k cyclic. According to Stoke's theorem, these line integrals equal the surface integrals

of tile curl of the velocity field,

(:k = 5--£ D, 5---_

where/__ denotes the projection of tile inertial frame velocity field onto the body-fixed axes, and

M is the fluid's mas_.

By definition, the cm'l of the velocity field of an irrotational droplet is zero, and, hence,

the Kelvin circulation of an irrotational fluid vanishes, (_ = 0. For a rigid rotor velocity field,

x U = 2a3. Because 7raiai is tile area of the ellipse Dk, the rigid rotor circulation components

equal C_ = (2M/5)a,ajw_.. For a general linear velocity field, the curl is a constant vectorfield V x

/_ = (+ 2g, where _ is called the trait'otto VOl'ticity. As the uniform vorticity ranges continuously

fi'om zero to the negatiw_ of twice the angular velocity, the complete Riemann sequence from rigid

rotation to irrotational flow is traw, rsed.

2 GCM(3) Dynamical Symmetry

The symplectic algebra. Sp(3,1/) consists of the inertia, virial momentum, and kinetic tensors [11]:

7'il] = _ 'n2' P_,iP_j,

(2)
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wherethe stunsarecarried over tile particle index a = 1,...,A, rn_, denotes the mass of particle

c_, and X,, /3 are tile inertial fi'ame vector Cartesian position and monaentunl of particle a. In

fluid dynamics, the stuns over 1)articles are ret)laced by integrals over the density distribution, e.g.,

p(X)Xi._jd' X. The Poisson 1)rackets close to form the symplectic algebra:Qb = f ,, .

N L = 6itNkj - 6jkN_,

: 0,
{ QL, NkLt} = 6,,QjL. + 6itQiLk

: o,
{NL,T_} = bitT_ + 6i_:T_

{QL,T_} = 6ikN_ +3itN_ +3ikN L +3.itN_.

The general colh'('tive n_t,li(m (;(!M(3) sul_algebra includes only the inertia tensor Qi_ and the

virial momentmn tensor :V:j.The rotational ROT(3) subalgel)ra is sl)anned by just tile inertia

tensor and the antisymmetric part of the viral momentum tensor, viz., the angular momentum

L_. = _okN, L. The Lie algel,ra (;L(3,R) of the general linear group is generated by the virial

lnomentum tensor, and the Lie algebra S0(3) of the rotation group is: generated by the angu-

lar nmnlentum. The inertia tensor generates a 6 dimensional R 6 abelian Lie algebra. GCM(3)

and ROT(3) are semi(lirect stun Lie algebras of the abelian ideal R 6 with GL(3,R) and SO(3),

respectively.

In tlle l)rincil)ai axis frame, the inertia tensor Q is, by definition, diag'onal, and its eigenvalues

are prol)ortional to the s(tltare(l axi._ lengths a_ of the inertia ellipsoid.

Although the exact ldm'ti(" t(.jlsor "1_, is not an elelm'nt of GCM(3), its linear velocity field value,

the collective kinetic tensor, is a t'lln('tion of the algebra generators, [12] t = tN. Q-1 . N. The

Kelvin circulation of a linear velocity tiehl may be expressed in terms of the GCM(3) generators

as Ck = ekij(Q -1/2 " N " Ql/2)ij.

Time evolution in the classical collective models based upon ROT(3), GCM(3), and Sp(3,R)

is governed by Hamiltonia, dynamics of a special type known as a Lax system. Consider first

the simple case of R()T(3) for which the dynamics corresponds to Euler rigid body rotation• If

the inertia ellipsoid is rotating with an angular velocity f_ij = eijkwk and Lij = N 0 -Nji is the

angular momentum teltsor, then tlamiltonian dynamics is given by

(a)

In terms of vectors, this _(luatit,tl is the familiar l_tw /_ = -oD × /_ that. determines tile precession

of the angular momentmn vector in tile l)ody-fixed frame.

A matrix equation of the form ._" = [F, X] is called a Lax equation and X - F are referred to

as a Lax pair [13, 1_1]. A useful l)roperty of any Lax equation is that the trace of ally power of X

is conserved. Let I, _h'note the trace of the pth power of the matrix X.

1
]v = -TI'(X) p" (4)

P
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For ally Lax equation, it is evident that every I v is a constant of the motion,

= (.,-,,-'.,-)=T,(x-' c ,xl)= =0.
In the case of the Euler e(lu_Ltion , 12 = -L'/_ is the negative of the squared length of the angular

momentum vector. If p is odd, then I v is zero. If p > 2 is even, then lp is a function of the squared

length of the angular nlomentum vector. Thus, there is only one independent invariant among

the Lax invariants.

Suppose that X(t) is a solution to the Lax equation, 2 -- [F, X], corresponding to the initial

condition X = X0. If g(t) is a smooth cuz've of invertible matrices satisfying the matrix differential

equation _ = F • g with the initial condition g - I, then the solution to the Lax equation is just

the isospectral deformation,

X(t) = ,a(t)" Xo'g(t) -1. (6)

This is proven using the identity dg -l/dt = --g-lilg-1. If fl is constant, the matrix differential

equation _) = _ • g tot' the l'h_h,r equation has tile unique solution g(t) =. exp(_t) for the initial

condition g(0) = I. Thus, g(t) is a curve in the rotation group SO(3), and the isospectral

deformation L(t) = g(t)Log(t)-' describes explicitly the precession of the angular momentum

in the body-fixed fr_mw resulting from the rotation g(t) of the intrinsic frame relative to the

laboratory frame. Bvcause of the choice (7t" initial conditions for g, L0 rbpresents the constant

angular nlolllentulll vt'ctor ill the imwtial laboratory frame.

To present the tilm' evolution ['o,' Riemann ellipsoids as a Lax system, suppose the potential

energy in tile body-tixc_l lr_t,_u. I.' = V(,I, a.e,,a) is a smooth function of the axes lengths. For

a star or galaxy, V is the atlt'a('ti\'v gwtvitational self- energy. For a nucleus, V may be approxi-

mated by tile st, m of flu" attva<tiv_' sttt'l'_,:e energy and the repulsive Coulomb energy. Define the

(;handrasekhar 1)oteutial em't'gy t(',,sut' W in the rotating frame to be tile diagonal matrix,

OV
= -,Sij-i---, (7)

Oa,

and, to iml)ose a constraint to constant volume, define the pressure tensor 1-I = pv to be the

product of tile hydrostatic l_ressui'e p times the ellipsoid's volume v = 47rala2aa/3. Hamiltonian

dynamics for RiemalLll ellipsoids is given as follows [7]:

Theorem. If the inertia ellil)soi,l is rt_lating with an angular velocity f_ij = ei.i_w_:, then the

Riemann ellipsoid Hamilt.tmian dynamical system is equivalent to the Lax system, X = [F,X],

where the 6 × 6 rea.l matt'ices X and F in the body-fixed fi'ame are given by

t ' (w+n).Q -I • (8)

The quadratic Lax invaria,_t e(l_tals the negative of tile squared length of the Kelvin circulation

vector, 12 = Tr(N 2 - 1. Q) = _(:2. Tim higlLor order Lax invariants are either zero (odd powers)

or are functions of tl,' Cil'('lal_tti(m \'ectt,r's sqltared length.

The l)hase sl)ac(' 1'o1 _l l(ietlmntl ellil_soid obeying the Lax equation is a co-adjoint orbit of

(;CM(a):
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Theorem. Each Riemann ellipsoid orbit is diffeomorphic to some coset space of GCM(3). The

coset depends upon tile vahm of tile circulation C:

{ (;CM(3)/.q.'O(2) _ R 12 x $2, C # 0, dim = 14Oc = ., , q, ) . = Rl2,(,6M(3)/..((3)"_ C=0, dim= 12
(9)

Tile degenerate orbit is diffeomorl)hic to 12-dimensional Euclidean space. This irrotational

flow phase space, coordinatized by _20, 7r2,, s0, r0 for the quadrupole and monopole degrees of

freedom, was qual_tized by A. Bohr. Tile generic orbits C # 0 were undiscovered for many years

because the significant role of Lie groups in this problem was not appreciated by the Copenhagen

school. The generic orbits are diffeomorphic to the (',artesian product R 12 x $2 of Euclidean space

with the two-dimensional sphere. The topology of tile sphere forces the circulation to be quantized

to integer nmltiples of h in a way 1)arallel to tile usual angular momentum quantization. Thus, the

spectrum of tile squatted length of tlw qua.ntmn circulation operator is quantized to C((7 + 1)h 2,

where (7 is a nonnegative integer.

3 Sp(3,R) Dynamical Symmetry

Classical symplectic SI)(3,R) time evol,ttion in tile rotating frame is given I)y tile Lax equation,

)_" = [/7, X], if, in tile Lax matrix X, the linear apl)roximation t to the kinetic energy is replaced

by its exact expression T. In this way, tile restriction to linear velocity fields of tile Rienaann

GCM(3) model is removed in the syml)lectic Sp(3,1/) theory.

Tile symi)lectic conserwttion laws are provided by tile Lax invariants 11,. The quadratic Casmir

invariant of the syml)lectic algebra is the quadratic Lax invariant, C (2) = Tr(N 2 - Q • T). Note

that for a linear velocity field, the quadratic symplectic invariant siml)iifies to the negative of the

squared length of the Kelvin ci,'cldatioll vector. The odd order invariants vanish. The quartic

symplectic Casimir i,wa,'iant is the quartic Lax invariant,

C(4)= T, [(NQ - QtN)(TN-'NT)]- 1/2Tr [(N 2 - QT)2]. (10)

There is only one lllOl'(_ iu(lel_endent (',asimir and Lax invariant C (s) = I6; tile higher order invari-

ants are functionally del,otl(h:'llt: Ul)On tllo three indel)endent Casimirs C (p) = Ip for p = 2, 4, 6.

Since the mat,'ices X and F are elelneilts of the symplectic Lie algebra, the following theorem

may be proved:

Theorem. Every sollttion to the classical syml)lectic Lax system is given by a isospectral trans-

formation g(t) E Sp(:l,lt) apl)lied to the initia.1 state

X(t) = g(t) . Xo. g(t) -_, (11)

where X0 and X are elements (,|" the symplectic Lie algebra sp(3,R). Tile group element g(t) is a

solution to the matrix differ_,ntial V(luation g = Fg with the initial condition g = I if and only if

X is a solution to the Lax ('_l_lati-n with the initial condition X = X0.
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Consider tile co-adjoint orbit of tile symplectic group through the point X,

Ox = {g" X'g-' I g E Sp(3, R)}. (12)

The co-adjoint orbit is regarded as a surface in the Euclidean symplectic dual space, sp(3, R)*. A

manifold that inter._ect each co-adjoint orbit exactly once is called a "trartsversal." A transversal
7" for the symplectic co-adjoint group action is provided by a three-dimerlsional surface [15, 16]

{ (0_,) }7-= ,q'= S 0 •sp(3, R)* I S=diag(s_,s2,s3) . (13)

Transversal points correspond to elementary systems for which the virial momentum tensor van-

ishes, N = 0, and the inertia and kinetic tensors are equal and diagonal, Q = T = S. Since the

inertia and kinetic tensors are positive-definite, the physically relevant transversal consists of only

those points for which S is l)ositive-definite, .-_i> 0.

An orbit of the transversal point .S' C 7 is diffeomorphic to a coset space of the symplectic

group modulo the isotropy subgroup.

of the unitary group,

These isotropy subgroups may be proven to be subgroups

{(,jrv) )U(3)__ V U C Sp(3, R) I U+iVEU(3) , (14)

and, thereby, the coset spaces are given explicitly as follows [15, 16, 5]:

Theorem. The symplecti,: phase spaces are diffeomorphic to coset spaces of Sp(3,R):

sp(3,z:)/[t:(l) x U(1) x U(1)], si distinct, dim = 18
Os = Sp(:l, R)/[U(2) x U(I)], s, = s2 -fl s3, dim = 16

,S'p(3, R)/U(3), sl = s2 = s3, dim = 12

(15)

The degenerate orbit Sp(:?I,R)/U(3) is diffeomorphic to the complex Siegel half- plane. In future

work, the dynamical system on the Siegel half-plane will be reported.
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